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INTRODUCTION

HELP PROTECT YOUR COMPANY FROM A DEBILITATING DATA BREACH

There is a pressing urgency to defend against cybercrime, as the costs of a data 
breach can be debilitating.

In fact, The U.S. National Cyber Security Alliance found that 60% of small companies 
are unable to sustain their businesses over six months after a cyberattack1 . In 
addition, according to the Ponemon Institute, the average price for small businesses 
to clean up after their organizations have been hacked stands at $690,000; and 
for middle market companies, it’s over $1 million. However, protecting confidential 
or regulated data, managing vulnerabilities, and demonstrating the value of these 
activities can be a major challenge.  

Until now, most software tools available to help determine where data is vulnerable 
and remediate the risks to that data have generally been expensive. As a result, these 
critical offerings have remained out of reach for many IT professionals. Not anymore.
Risk Intelligence is an affordable solution that can help you identify and correct at-risk 
data and vulnerabilities, compliance issues, inappropriate user access to sensitive 
data, stored payment information, and more.  

SolarWinds® Risk Intelligence is one of the first RMM features built that truly 
addresses data security, alongside the systems security already available. The 
introduction of this solution to manage access and protect customer data 
demonstrates the commitment of SolarWinds MSP to cover the three critical areas of 
concern for IT professionals: hardware, software, and data.

IDENTIFY AT-RISK COMPANY DATA

REMEDIATE THE RISK BEFORE IT BECOMES A COSTLY MISTAKE

Accurately assessing your company’s data risk can be an immense challenge. RMM 
tools can do a great job of gathering specifications on the hardware and software 
on a network; however, they fall short when it comes to identifying at-risk data and 
quantifying the threat this poses your business.

Risk Intelligence empowers IT professionals in managing data security by 
identifyingrisk and mitigating it proactively. Just as you tackle a failing hard drive in 
a RAID array as soon as the RMM tool alerts you, now you will have the capability to 
identify data at risk on all devices and networks, remediate the risk before the data is 
compromised, and clearly show the value of your work.
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HELP PROTECT YOUR COMPANY FROM A DEBILITATING DATA BREACH 
WITH SOLARWINDS RISK INTELLIGENCE

Show the financial impact of data at risk

Risk Intelligence scans your network—including shared drives, endpoints, and 
cloudbased, hosted services like Dropbox®, Google® Drive, and Microsoft® OneDrive—
for vulnerabilities, and the presence of unsecured confidential, personal, or regulated 
data. From this, the software calculates and presents an estimated financial liability 
amount. 

Get actionable insight 

Risk Intelligence provides specific, actionable, and timely information to help you 
understand and work to remediate the many internal and external risks of system 
compromise and data loss. 

Manage from one dashboard 

By combining the above functions, SolarWinds Risk Intelligence enables you to 
seamlessly secure and manage your company’s IT environment from one dashboard. 

Clearly demonstrate value to your company 

Risk Intelligence gives you a financial figure on the estimated liability a business faces 
in the event of a data breach, and generates reports that demonstrate the value of 
comprehensive security services. Risk Intelligence calculates risk in financial terms 
based on the PII (personally identifiable information) or payment card data found on 
each device, the severity of the vulnerability, and the cost per record—including fines 
for unauthorized disclosure. The combination of all three provides the projected cost 
of a data breach to the company if no action is taken.
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BECOME AN INTEGRAL PART OF YOUR COMPANY’S 
COMPLIANCE EFFORT

QUICKLY PRODUCE A COMPREHENSIVE UNDERSTANDING OF THE 
IT ENVIRONMENT

Whether you are faced with PCI DSS, HIPPA, FFIEC, or other compliance regulations, 
Risk Intelligence helps you prevent potential violations.

Here’s how Risk Intelligence can help you with compliance:

» PCI DSS
For PCI DSS, Risk Intelligence can help establish and maintain compliance
in the following ways: protecting card holder data, maintaining a vulnerability
management program, and implementing strong access control measures.

» Health information
Risk Intelligence can provide value for both the MSP and the customer in the area
of technical safeguards—specifically focusing on how systems housing protected
health information (PHI) must be fortified against intrusion, and documenting risk
analysis and risk management.

LAYERED SECURITY PROTECTS A BUSINESS

DEPLOYING ANTIVIRUS IS ONLY ONE PART OF THE SOLUTION

In this age of ransomware and malicious code, IT professionals know that security is 
about more than antivirus.  

You need layers of security to protect a business effectively—from patch 
management and web protection to email filtering and backup. However, deploying 
layered security can be a complex undertaking, with little room for error.  

The majority of security solutions available today create frustration, with downtime 
and inefficiencies. Not Risk Intelligence. With Risk Intelligence, you get the best of 
three worlds, including:

» Seamless experience for the end user through robust security layers

» Comprehensive reporting metrics

» Scalable, hosted solution

Risk Intelligence can help 
establish and maintain 
compliance.

 You need layers of security to 
protect a business effectively. 
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LAYERED SECURITY COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE SMART AUTOMATION

SolarWinds MSP empowers IT service providers with technologies to fuel their success. Solutions 
that integrate layered security, collective intelligence, and smart automation—both on-premises and 
in the cloud, backed by actionable data insights, help IT service providers get the job done easier and 
faster. SolarWinds MSP helps our customers focus on what matters most—meeting their SLAs and 
delivering services efficiently and effectively.

LAYERED SECURITY IS THE FUTURE 

» Detect data at risk
Use Risk Intelligence to add a unique capability to your layered security solution.
Risk Intelligence alerts you to the risk of a vulnerability—identifying vulnerable
machines and the data at risk.

» Proactively address data risks, before they become a problem
The security landscape is changing on an almost daily basis. Understanding the
vulnerabilities and data at risk allows you to react accordingly and efficiently, pre-
emptively addressing risks before they become a problem.

Taking ACTION is important; taking the RIGHT ACTION makes you an IT 
security superhero.
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Single Point of Contact provides comprehensive IT security consulting services to ensure the impact of a potential 
cyberattack is minimal. We tailor our services to ensure our clients stay secure around the clock, so you can rest 
assured that you are getting the best service possible. Email or call us at 800-791-4300 to learn more about how our 
services can protect you from a security breach or the dreaded compliance violation. 
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